Associations of Growth and Body Composition with Brain Size in Preterm Infants.
To assess the association of very preterm infants' brain size at term-equivalent age with physical growth from birth to term and body composition at term. We studied 62 infants born at <33 weeks of gestation. At birth and term, we measured weight and length and calculated body mass index. At term, infants underwent air displacement plethysmography to determine body composition (fat and fat-free mass) and magnetic resonance imaging to quantify brain size (bifrontal diameter, biparietal diameter, transverse cerebellar distance). We estimated associations of physical growth (Z-score change from birth to term) and body composition with brain size, adjusting for potential confounders using generalized estimating equations. The median gestational age was 29 weeks (range, 24.0-32.9 weeks). Positive gains in weight and body mass index Z-score were associated with increased brain size. Each additional 100 g of fat-free mass at term was associated with larger bifrontal diameter (0.6 mm; 95% CI, 0.2-1.0 mm), biparietal diameter (0.7 mm; 95% CI, 0.3-1.1 mm), and transverse cerebellar distance (0.3 mm; 95% CI, 0.003-0.5 mm). Associations between fat mass and brain metrics were not statistically significant. Weight and body mass index gain from birth to term, and lean mass-but not fat-at term, were associated with larger brain size. Factors that promote lean mass accrual among preterm infants may also promote brain growth.